The notions of Galois and cleft extensions are generalized for coquasi-Hopf algebras. It is shown that such an extension over a coquasi-Hopf algebra is cleft if and only if it is Galois and has the normal basis property. A Schneider type theorem ([33]) is proven for coquasi-Hopf algebras with bijective antipode. As an application, we generalize Schauenburg's bialgebroid construction for coquasi-Hopf algebras.
Introduction
The study of Hopf Galois extensions started last century with the papers of Chase, Harrison and Rosenberg ( [15] ) and of Chase and Sweedler ([16] ). Later, their definition was improved by Kreimer and Takeuchi ( [23] ) and knew since a continuous development, mainly because their relation to different areas of mathematics. But in the last decade, examples of extensions which were not Galois but behaved like such had appeared. An explanation was necessary, and it became soon clear that this was possible only by generalization. The replacement of the Hopf algebra by a coalgebra (or more generally by a coring) has led to the notion of a Galois extension by a coalgebra, first formulated by Brzèzinski and Hajac ([9] ). Another generalization was obtained considering Galois extensions over a coacting bialgebroid (over a non-commutative ground ring) ( [21] , [8] ).
All structures cited above are generalizations of bialgebras or Hopf algebras. Another such objects are the (co)quasi-Hopf algebras. They have been introduced by Drinfeld ([19] ), respectively by Majid ([24] ) and have lately attracted much attention in both mathematics and physics ( [3] , [25] ). So it is natural to see if it is possible to generalize the Galois theory also to the case of coquasi-Hopf algebras.
The definition of a coquasi-Hopf algebra H ensures that the category of right H-comodules M H is monoidal, with usual tensor product over the base field. The difference between a coquasi-Hopf algebra and a Hopf algebra is that the associativity of tensor product in the monoidal category does not coincide with the usual associativity of tensor product in the category of vector spaces. Consequently, the multiplication of a coquasi-Hopf algebra is no longer associative, but associative up to conjugation by an invertible element ω ∈ (H ⊗ H ⊗ H) * (the reassociator). But is this main feature of coquasi-Hopf algebras, namely the monoidallity of corepresentations, which made possible generalizations of major properties from Hopf algebras (the existence and uniqueness of integrals, the Nichols-Zoeller Theorem, construction of the Drinfeld double, etc.). Hence it seems natural to continue with the Galois theory for coquasi-Hopf algebras.
The present paper begins with a short review of the known results about coquasi-Hopf algebras, their categories of comodules and about algebras and modules within these monoidal categories mentioned above. As for Hopf algebras, to each right comodule algebra A (which is an algebra in the monoidal category of right comodules) one can assign a pair of adjoint functors, namely the functor of coinvariants and the induced functor. Our purpose is to generalize their well-known properties from Hopf algebras to coquasi-Hopf algebras.
In the second part it is defined the notion of Galois extension. A right comodule algebra A is a Galois extension over its coinvariants ring A coH (which is associative, although A fails to be) if a certain map is bijective. This is a natural generalization of the author's previous paper ( [6] ), where only finite dimensional quasi-Hopf algebras were considered. It should be noticed that this definition for Galois extensions works only for coquasi-Hopf algebras, as it involves the presence of the antipode. Although this may look restrictive, we shall see that this definition for the Galois map allows us to recover all principal results from the classical Hopf-Galois theory. A Galois extension is invariant to any gauge transformation. As an example of Galois extension, we take a group algebra, and view it as a coquasi-Hopf algebra by a 3-cocycle. Then a comodule algebra is a graded space with a multiplication non-necessarily associative, which is Galois over its invariants if and only if it is strongly graded. This was known from long time for Hopf algebras ( [35] ). Moreover, any crossed product ( [5] ) coming from an associative algebra endowed with a 2-cocycle and a weak action is also a Galois extension.
Recall that in the Hopf algebra case, the functor of coinvariants is a Hom functor, and the Galois map is just the evaluation for a certain relative Hopf module. We show that these results, slightly modified by the presence of a twist, hold also in the coquasi-case. We give thus an explanation for the formula of the Galois map from Definition 8. Although the results are the same, it is much more difficult to obtain them. is not obvious. The classical formulas do not work anymore, and an isomorphism is required in order to get the desired structure by transport.
We introduce next the notion of a cleft extension. As this involves the convolution product (which is no longer associative), the invertibility of the cleaving map has to be translated now in relations (3.8) , (3.9) involving the antipode and the linear maps α, β.
As a generalization of theorems of Doi and Takeuchi ( [17] ), and Blattner and Montgomery ( [7] ), we obtain the first main result of this paper, namely the equivalence between cleft extensions, and Galois extensions with the normal basis property.
The second main part of this section concerns the equivalence between the category of relative Hopf modules and modules over the subalgebra of coinvariants. It starts with an analogue of the Schneider´s imprimitivity theorem of [33] . A key problem in the proof is how to show that the bijectivity of the Galois map implies the bijectivity of the corresponding map for any relative right (A, H)-Hopf module. As A is not an associative algebra, this is not obvious and requires some special considerations about the tensor product over the algebra A in the monoidal category of right comodules (Lemma 29). The proof of the theorem uses the Five Lemma applied twice to some commutative diagrams, but unlike the Hopf algebra case, the commutativity of those is not an easy fact and requires special attention care when dealing with the reassociator ω and of the elements α and β (from the definition of the antipode).
Next, we prove a coquasi-version of the affineness criteria for affine algebraic groups schemes, where the surjectivity of the Galois map of the extension is related to relative injectivity of the H-comodule A and to the equivalence between the category of relative Hopf modules and modules over the subalgebra of coinvariants.
In the last section, we generalize Schauenburg's bialgebroid construction. This is an illustration of how the Galois theory, combined with monoidally arguments can raise to new structures.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some definitions and results and fix notations. Throughout the paper we work over some base field k. Tensor products, algebras, linear spaces, etc. will be over k. Unadorned ⊗ means ⊗ k . We shall use dots to indicate the module or comodule structure on the tensor product. An introduction to the study of quasi-bialgebras and quasi-Hopf algebras and their duals (coquasi-bialgebras, respectively coquasi-Hopf algebras) can be found in [25] . A good reference for monoidal categories is [22] , while actions of monoidal categories are exposed in [28] , [29] . Definition 1. A coquasi-bialgebra (H, m, u, ω, ∆, ε) is a coassociative coalgebra (H, ∆, ε) together with coalgebra morphisms: the multiplication m :
, and a convolution invertible element ω ∈ (H ⊗ H ⊗ H) * such that:
hold for all h, g, k, l ∈ H.
As a consequence, we have also
Definition 2. A coquasi-Hopf algebra is a coquasi-bialgebra H endowed with a coalgebra antihomomorphism S : H −→ H (the antipode) and with elements α, β ∈ H * satisfying
for all h ∈ H.
These relations imply also S(1 H ) = 1 H and α(1 H )β(1 H ) = 1, so by rescaling α and β, we may assume that α(1 H ) = 1 and β(1 H ) = 1. The antipode is unique up to a convolution invertible element U ∈ H * : if (S ′ , α ′ , β ′ ) is another triple with the above properties, then according to [25] we have
We shall use in this paper the monoidal structure of the right H-comodule category M H and of the left H-comodule category H M: the tensor product is over the base field and the comodule structure (left or right) of the tensor product is the codiagonal one. The reassociators are
Together with a coquasi-Hopf algebra with bijective antipode H = (H, ∆, ε, m, 1 H , ω, S, α, β), we also have H op , H cop , and H op,cop as coquasi-Hopf algebras, where "op" means opposite multiplication and "cop" means opposite comultiplication. The coquasi-Hopf structures are obtained by putting
. For H a coquasi-bialgebra, the linear dual H * = Hom(H, k) becomes an associative algebra with multiplication given by the convolution product
and unit ε. This algebra is acting on H by the formulas:
for any h * ∈ H * , h ∈ H. Now, recall from [27] the following: for τ ∈ (H ⊗ H) * a convolution invertible map such that τ (1, h) = τ (h, 1) = ε(h) for all h ∈ H (τ is called a twist or a gauge transformation), one can define a new structure of coquasi-Hopf algebra on H, denoted H τ , by taking
for all h, g, k ∈ H, and keeping the unit, the comultiplication, the counit and the antipode unchanged.
Remark 3.
There is a monoidal isomorphism M H ≃ M Hτ , which is the identity on objects and on morphisms, with monoidal structure given by
In [11] , it was constructed a twist f ∈ (H ⊗ H) * which controls how far is S from a anti-algebra morphism:
If we denote
then the twist f is given by
We have also that
where in the last formula we assumed the bijectivity of the antipode. 
If the antipode is bijective, then by passing from H to H op we obtain a new twist f ∈ (H ⊗ H) * [12] , given by
which satisfies
for any h, g ∈ H. The corresponding reassociator will be ω e f (h,
. This twist will appear later. 
holds for any a, b, c ∈ A.
Similarly we may define a left H-comodule algebra as an algebra in H M. [13] that if τ is a twist on H, then the formula will also be isomorphic. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra. Consider the space of coinvariants
It is immediate that this is an associative algebra with unit and multiplication induced by the unit and the multiplication of A.
Then M coH becomes naturally a right B-module, so we get the coinvariant functor
Notice also the natural isomorphism
As in the classical Hopf algebra case, we obtain the following:
is a left adjoint for the functor of coinvariants (−)
coH :
Proof. Straightforward. For later use, we mention the adjunction morphisms:
A . Using the isomorphism form relation 2.28, we get that the counit of the adjunction is simply the evaluation.
Similarly we could define the left version of the adjunction between the induced and the coinvariant
In the next section we shall see necessary and sufficient conditions for these adjunctions to be equivalences.
Galois extensions
Let H be a coquasi-Hopf algebra with antipode S and A a right H-comodule algebra. Denote as before B = A coH .
Definition 8. The extension B ⊆ A is (H, S)-Galois if the map can
is bijective.
Remark 9.
(1) Although A is not an associative algebra, we still keep the expression "extension B ⊆ A".
(2) Recall that for coquasi-Hopf algebras the antipode is unique up to conjugation to an invertible element. Therefore we need to check what is happening if we change S. Consider another triple (S ′ , α ′ , β ′ ) given by a convolution invertible element U ∈ H * , as in (2.8). Then we have
for every a, b ∈ A. If we define the linear map ψ U :
it is easy to see that this is bijective with inverse a ⊗ h −→ a ⊗ U −1 (h 1 )h 2 and that can S ′ = ψ U • can S ; therefore the two Galois maps will be simultaneously bijective. In the sequel, we shall fix the antipode S and the elements α, β, such that α(1) = β(1) = 1, and write simply can.
In case of a Hopf algebra, the coassociator ω and the linear map β vanish, and we recover the usual definition of the Galois map. But unlike the Hopf case, notice this time the presence of the antipode in the formula of can, which implies that this definition is possible only for coquasi-Hopf algebras, not also for coquasi-bialgebras. However, we shall see that this definition for the Galois map allows us to recover all principal results from the classical Hopf-Galois theory. In [26] , Masuoka uses the classical definition of the can map, a ⊗ B b −→ ab 0 ⊗ b 1 , to show that a certain extension is Galois over a given coquasi-Hopf algebra (which is a bicrossed product associated to some cocyle data). It is only a matter of computation to see that in the quoted case, the formula (3.1) reduces to a ⊗ B b −→ ab 0 ⊗ b 1 . Therefore [26] provides us a first example of a non-trivial Galois extension over a coquasi-Hopf algebra.
Example 10. ([2]
) Let G be any group and ω : G × G × G −→ k an invertible normalized cocycle. The the usual group algebra H = kG becomes a coquasi-Hopf algebra by keeping the ordinary operations, but with coassociator ω (linearly extended to kG ⊗3 ) and linear maps α = ε and β given by β(g) = ω −1 (g, g −1 , g), for any g ∈ G. As the coalgebra structure is not modified, a kG-coaction means precisely a G-graduation. Therefore, the notion of an H-comodule algebra becomes in this case: a G-graded vector space A = ⊕ g∈G A g , endowed with a unit and a multiplication " · " : A ⊗ A → A such that A g A h ⊆ A gh for all g, h ∈ G, and associative in the sense that
for all homogeneous elements a, b, c ∈ A. The coinvariants A coH are exactly A e , where e is the neutral element of G. We have then the following:
is Galois (in the sense of Definition 8) if and only if it is strongly graded.
Proof. Notice first that A is strongly graded ⇐⇒ A g A g −1 = A e for any g ∈ G. One inclusion is obvious, and for the other we shall use the associativity rule of A:
Now the proof follows as in the Hopf case.
This result generalizes the Ulbrich's well-known example in the Hopf algebra case ( [35] ), and it is the first confirmation of the fact that our definition of a Galois extension is the correct one.
Example 12. Another example of Galois extension can be found in [5] . Starting from a coquasi-Hopf algebra H and an associative algebra R endowed with an H-weak action and a 2-cocycle σ : H ⊗ H −→ R, we can construct the crossed product R# σ H, generalizing the Hopf case. This is a Galois extension of R in the sense of Definition 8. Also, the Galois extension mentioned above from [26] is precisely a particular case of our crossed product construction. Now, remember that a Hopf algebra H can be seen as a right H-comodule algebra via ∆ and usual multiplication. The coinvariants are k1 H ≃ k. Moreover, this extension is H-Galois (by [20] ) (actually, any bialgebra H is a comodule algebra in this way, and it is a Hopf algebra if and only if it is Galois). Now, working with a coquasi-Hopf algebra H still gives us a right comodule, but no longer an algebra in the monoidal category M H with the usual multiplication. If we try to deform the multiplication on H via a twist τ as in (2.27), then (H, • τ , ∆) is a right H-comodule algebra if and only if ω τ is trivial, i.e. H τ is a Hopf algebra. It is unclear to the author for the moment which multiplication structure should be defined on H such that we get a right H-comodule algebra, which in the Hopf case should reduce to ordinary multiplication. Moreover, this new multiplication should provide an example of Galois extension k ⊆ H. 
Then we get:
Lemma 14. The map can ′ is bijective if and only if can is bijective.
Proof. Consider the map Ξ :
′ . Also one may check that Ξ is bijective, with inverse given by
Notice that in the case of a Hopf algebra the map can ′ reduces to the usual formula a
Remark 15. If A is a right H-comodule algebra and τ a twist for H, we may consider the twisted comodule algebra A τ −1 as in Remark 6. The comodule structure being the same, A and A τ −1 will have same coinvariants B (but over different coquasi-Hopf algebras). Then we have the following:
Proposition 16. The extension B ⊆ A is H-Galois if and only if
Proof. The canonical Galois map for the extension
for any a, b ∈ A. Consider now the linear map
It is easy to check that ϑ is bijective, with inverse ϑ
). Then the following relation hold: can τ = ϑ • can, which tells us that both extensions will be simultaneously Galois.
It follows from the previous Remark that if H is a Hopf algebra and B ⊆ A is a H-Galois extension in the classical sense, then for any nontrivial twist τ ∈ (H⊗H) * , the extension B ⊆ A τ −1 will be H τ -Galois in the sense of our Definition. Hence all known examples of Hopf-Galois extensions fit in our picture.
Example 17. Again, let G a group and τ : G × G −→ k an invertible normalized map. Then H = kG is a Hopf algebra and A = kG is an H-comodule algebra via comultiplication. Using the twist obtained by extending τ , it follows that H τ is a coquasi-Hopf algebra and A τ −1 an H τ -comodule algebra. According to Remark 15, A τ −1 will be a Galois extension of k. In particular, taking G = (Z 2 ) n , it follows that all Cayley algebras (as in [1] ) are Galois extensions over a coquasi-Hopf algebra.
Remark 18. In the Hopf algebra case, the Galois map arises naturally as the evaluation map Hom We shall see that a similar result holds here, explaining thus the formula chosen for can. We need first some work. For the beginning, it is not obvious which (H, A)-Hopf module structure can be defined on A ⊗ H to generalize the one in the Hopf case. We shall assume that the antipode of H is bijective, and obtaining the following:
is a right H-comodule isomorphism, where H ⊗ A is a comodule via the codiagonal structure (i.e. ρ H⊗A (h ⊗ a) = h 1 ⊗ a 0 ⊗ h 2 a 1 ) and A ⊗ H has the induced comodule structure from the one of H.
Proof. The inverse for η is given by
η −1 (a ⊗ h) = h 1 S −1 (a 4 ) ⊗ a 0 ω −1 (h 2 , S −1 (a 3 )βS −1 (a 2 ), a 1 ).
Corollary 20. Via the previous isomorphism, A ⊗ H becomes a right
for all h ∈ H, a, b ∈ A. Using η, the A-module structure can be transferred on A ⊗ H. Let's see how the multiplication formula with elements of A looks like:
Therefore, we have
for any h ∈ H, a, b ∈ A. Seems to be complicated, but in the Hopf algebra case it simply reduces to (a ⊗ h)b = ab 0 ⊗ hb 1 .
We come back now to the counit of the adjunction, applied to the Hopf module A ⊗ H. The coinvariants are (A ⊗ H) coH = A ⊗ k1 H ≃ A, as the coaction takes place only on the second component and k is a commutative field. Hence
But according to (3.3) , this is precisely can e f , the Galois map twisted by f , where the twist f was introduced in relation (2.23). From the Remark 15 it follows that: Corollary 21. The bijectivity of ε A⊗H implies that B ⊆ A is Galois.
Remark 22. We could had used formula 3.6 as an alternative Galois map, but we preferred the formula from Definition 8 to avoid the presence of the twist and simplify computations.
We shall further need some properties of the Galois map, analogs to those in [34] :
Proposition 23. The morphism can satisfies the following:
(1) It is right H-colinear, where the right comodule structure on both spaces is given from the second tensorand.
(2) For any a ∈ A, can(1
It is also right H-colinear, but with respect to the following coactions:
for all h, g ∈ H, a ∈ A.
(6)The map can ′ from Remark 13 is also right H-colinear, where the right comodule structure on A ⊗ B A is given from the first tensorand, and A ⊗ H is a right H-comodule via I A ⊗ ∆.
Remark first thatρ andρ are indeed right H-comodule structures. Then, for any a, b ∈ A, we computě
for any a, b, c ∈ A. Now, if we denote can
Using this, we easily deduce that
We shall check first the formula:
The left hand side can be also written as: 
Definition 25. Let A a right H-comodule algebra and γ : H −→ A a colinear map. The extension B ⊆ A is (H, S)-cleft with respect to the cleaving map γ if there is a linear map δ γ,S : H −→ A such that
Remark 26.
(1) This definition of cleftness is slightly different from the classical one. In the Hopf case, it is only required that γ is convolution invertible (denote by δ the convolution inverse of γ) and H-colinear. The property (3.7) appears naturally by passing from a bialgebra to a Hopf algebra. Unfortunately, in our case the convolution product on Hom(H, A) is no longer associative, therefore a left inverse for γ is not necessarily a right inverse and the property (3.7) does not seem to result from the other properties of γ. So we had to state it separately.
(2) For a cleft comodule algebra A, the application δ γ,S depends on the antipode. If we change it to (S ′ , α ′ , β ′ ) as in (2.8) and define δ γ,S ′ (h) = U (h 1 )δ γ,S (h 2 ), then it follows immediately that A is also (H, S ′ )-cleft. In the sequel, we shall drop the subscripts for simplicity, considering the antipode and the elements α, β fixed once for all.
Recall that the "normal basis property" states that there is an isomorphism of left B-modules, right H-
• , where the dots are indicating the corresponding structures for the tensor product. We shall keep the same definition for coquasi-Hopf algebras, as nothing is changed.
Theorem 27. Let H be a coquasi-Hopf algebra with bijective antipode, A a right H-comodule algebra with B the subalgebra of coinvariants. Then the following statements are equivalent: (1) The extension B ⊆ A is H-cleft; (2) The Weak Structure Theorem holds and the extension has the normal basis property; (3) The extension B ⊆ A is H-Galois and has the normal basis property. In this case, the categories M B and M H A are equivalent (the Strong Structure Theorem holds).
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows closely the original one for Hopf algebras, due to Doi and Takeuchi ( [17] ), and Blattner and Montgomery ( [7] ), but we shall do the computations in detail, because of their degree of difficulty.
(1) =⇒ (2) Define
It is obvious B-linear. As γ is H-colinear, ν will also be. We need an inverse for ν. We take
We need to show first that it is well-defined. For all a ∈ A, we have
meaning that Im ν −1 ⊆ B ⊗ H. Let's check now that ν and ν −1 are indeed inverses to each other: for all a ∈ A, we compute
Conversely, for b ∈ B and h ∈ H we get 
Computing as in (3.13), we get that χ is an inverse for ε M .
(2) =⇒ (3) It follows from Corollary (21) . (3) =⇒ (1) Let ν : B ⊗ H −→ A be the isomorphism given by the normal basis property. Define γ(h) = ν(1 A ⊗ h). As ν is H-colinear, γ will also be.
In order to get the second map δ, we need some work first. Consider the map Γ = (I A ⊗ ε)ν −1 : A −→ B. Then Γ is left B-linear, as ν −1 is B-linear, and
Now we may take
, where m A is the multiplication on A. We may then compute
For the last formula, notice first that H-colinearity of ν implies
Now we may compute
Finally, for any h ∈ H we have
For the remaining of the theorem, the proof is the same as in [17] , so we omit it.
We shall prove now an imprimitivity statement which is the analogue of Doi's and Takeuchi's theorem ( [18] ) and Schneider's theorem ( [33] ) for coquasi-Hopf algebras. 
Proof. (of the Lemma) The definition of can M allows us to easily check its colinearity. The hard part is the proof of the naturality and of the bijectivity of can M . This is not obvious at all, because A is no longer an associative algebra and the classical argument (i.e. tensoring over A) is not working. In this case it is more appropriate to work in the monoidal category of comodules. We refer to [4] for details about tensor product over an algebra in a monoidal category. As A is an algebra in the monoidal abelian category M H , we may form the tensor product
where µ M and µ M ′ are the A-module structure maps and φ is the coassociator. We need now two particular left Hopf modules. One of them is • A • ⊗ B A, with right H-coaction and left A-action on the first component. For the other one, notice first that S is a coalgebra map. Therefore we may take H as an object in M H with h −→ h 2 ⊗ S(h 1 ), denoted H S . Then we get an induced left Hopf module • A
• ⊗ H S,• ∈ A M H , with structure maps
We can construct now the following diagram for any
The two rows are exact by definition of A . The application
is well-defined, right H-colinear and
has the codiagonal comodule structure). Hence there is a right H-comodule morphism
we have again the codiagonal comodule structure). According to Remark 24, the map can : (A ⊗ B A) .
Composing now the morphisms from the last column in the above diagram, we obtain a natural map
The last part of the Lemma is now obvious.
(Proof of the Theorem) As in Lemma 19, we are able to show that for any
Remembering that the A-module structure of H ⊗ M is the one induced by m 1 , a 1 ) ), it is now easy to verify the A-linearity for the composed map η −1 M ρ M . For ρ M ⊗ I H , we need to compose three times with the following isomorphisms
We use dots to indicate the structures (although the right A-structures are not the classical ones, we find the notation more suggestive). We obtain
and this is again right A-linear. Finally, we repeat the above composition with I M ⊗ ∆ instead of ρ M ⊗ I H . We obtain
which respects the multiplication with elements of A. We have to show now the exactness of the sequence. For the injectivity of
Finally, act on this by
. By (2.7) it follows 0 = m 0 ε(m 1 ) = m. Let's check now the exactness in M ⊗ H. It is straightforward to see that (
Apply ∆ and (I H ⊗ ∆)∆ on the second, respectively last component, then act by
Therefore the diagram (3.18) is commutative by the naturality of ε (−) . The upper row is exact because (−) coH is exact and A is a faithfully flat B-module. As explained above, ε M⊗H and ε (M⊗H)⊗H are bijective, hence ε M is too, by the Five Lemma.
We move now to the unit u (−) of the adjunction. Let N be a right B-module. Consider the maps
where the first morphism is sending n to n ⊗ B 1 A . As A is B-flat, this map is injective. Although the associativity of A fails, the faithfully flatness property and the existence of the multiplication and of the unit for A allow us to show, as in the classical case, the exactness of the sequence in the middle term N ⊗ B A (we tensor over B one more time with A, this is easy to see that is exact, and by faithfully flatness of A we go back to our sequence). Therefore we may consider the diagram with the top row exact
In the bottom row, the map ρ A is given by ρ A (a) = a 0 ⊗ β(a 1 )a 2 . We need to check the exactness of this row. Consider
and apply
ρ A and (∆ ⊗ I H ⊗ I H )(∆ ⊗ I H )∆ on the second, respectively last component of the tensor product. We obtain
Now act by S and α on the forth, respectively fifth tensorand and apply ω on the result. It follows that
Therefore, the bottom row is exact. The top row is exact by the previous remarks, while the commutativity of the whole diagram can be easily checked. Therefore, u N is bijective by the Five Lemma.
(2) =⇒ (1) Follows as in the Hopf case, using also Corollary (21).
Remark 30. In the proof of the bijectivity of the counit, we have replaced the Galois maps with ε M⊗H and ε (M⊗H)⊗H . Although in the Hopf algebra case they coincide, in our context the presence of the twist f made very difficult to check directly the commutativity of both diagrams. Therefore we have chosen a functorial approach, with appropriately changed morphisms. For the proof of the bijectivity of the second adjunction map u N , where N ∈ M B , a change of morphisms in the horizontal rows was also necessary.
We are going to prove now an affineness condition for coquasi-Hopf algebras. First we need the following 
Proof. We shall define first an analogue of the trace map, namely t A : A −→ B, t A (a) = a 0 β(a 1 )γS(a 2 ). This is well defined, because
where we have used that S is an antimorphism of coalgebras and relation (2.6). Then using again relation (2.6) one can check that the map (N ⊗ B A)
We may state now the announced affineness criterion: Proof. From the previous Proposition, we know that the unit of the adjunction is bijective. It remains to show that ε M : M coH ⊗ B A −→ M is an isomorphism for any Hopf module M ∈ M H A . We shall follow here the approach from [32] .
Recall that Bulacu and Nauwelaerts ( [13] ) have proven the equivalence between the existence of a total integral on a comodule algebra A and the injectivity of any Hopf module as a right H-comodule. Their result is stated for right Hopf modules, but it holds also for A M H because the antipode is bijective and M
From Remark 24 we know that can is a morphism of left Hopf modules. The composition
will be a surjective left Hopf module map, therefore it splits as an H-comodule map via a colinear morphism θ : 
. We claim that this is an inverse for ε M , for any M ∈ M H A . Indeed
for all m ∈ M . It follows that ε M is bijective.
We can state now all our previous results in the form of the following theorem: (1) uses the same argument as in [33] , because can ′ is also bijective by Lemma 14, and is a morphism of left B-modules, right H-comodules by Proposition 23. (6) . The sequence of isomorphisms (A is flat B-module)
, together with the left B-faithful flatness of A imply that A is right H-coflat, or equivalently, that A is H-injective (here H is the cotensor product over H).
(1) ⇐⇒ (3) ⇐⇒ (5) We simply apply the above to A op as a right H op -comodule algebra, since the antipode is bijective.
A bialgebroid associated to a faithfully flat Galois extension
Let H be a coquasi-bialgebra (without any assumption on the antipode) and A a right H-comodule algebra. On the tensor product A ⊗ A op we consider the codiagonal right
Proof. We shall suppress the symbol when referring to elements of L for simplicity. After a short calculation, it follows that the multiplication is well-defined, with values in L. Moreover, the maps
op take values in L and are multiplicative. It is easy to check that 1 A ⊗ 1 A ∈ L and that it is a unit for the given multiplication. The most difficult part to show is the associativity. Take a ⊗ b, c ⊗ d, e ⊗ f ∈ L (summation understood). Then we compute
Apparently this leads nowhere. But let's evaluate also Remark 37. The previous theorem generalizes Schauenburg's result in the Hopf algebra case ( [30] ). In [31] , he gave a categorical proof, using actions of monoidal categories. All his arguments were purely categorical, explaining why Schauenburg's construction can also be performed for coquasi-Hopf algebras. But in order to avoid long and tedious computations, we preferred the direct approach. In [30] it was also shown that there is a × B -bialgebra (in the sense of Takeuchi) structure on L, using precisely the monoidal structure given by the above corollary. Let see now that a similar result holds also in the coquasi case. But first we have an inconvenient: we cannot tensor over A, as this is not an associative algebra. This can be avoided by considering suitable tensor product, namely in the monoidal category of comodules. Proof. It follows by the previous Lemma and from [30] , Lemma 6.1.
As the monoidal structure of L M comes from the one of A M H A and the functorial diagram
commutes, where U is the forgetful functor, from Corollary 36 it follows that there U is also monoidal. But according to [30] and [10] , a B ⊗ B op -algebra L such that the forgetful functor L M −→ B M B is (strictly) monoidal is precisely a × B -bialgebra (in the sense of Takeuchi) or equivalently, a bialgebroid. Therefore we have obtained a new structure object L, whose properties (mainly for the case B = k) will make the purpose of an author's forthcoming paper. Having in mind the Hopf algebra case, where the biGalois extensions and torsors are involved, it is expected that this will clarify more about the connections between various generalizations of Hopf algebras.
